Pinnacle Utilities
Quick and persistent views of control and search functions
In addition to the core Pinnacle applications, Sielox has developed unique applications that are launched
independently and provide quick or persistent views of control and search functions. The library of Utilities
include: Event Link, Counter/N-Man (Control and Occupancy), Door Icon, System Cleanup, Ping and Report
Scheduler.

System Clean Up – provides quick system answers for
administrators, allows for cleanup of things that may have
been forgotten or overlooked like expired cardholders,
duplicate access levels, inactive cardholders, etc.

Door Icon Control – No need for hardwired door release
buttons, lock or unlock any door from your desktop without
opening any windows. Door Icon Control allows for a
momentary unlock from seconds to hours and shows a live
countdown below the icon.

N-Man/Occupancy Restrictions Utility– Fully
configurable utility, allowing you to control access and
limit occupancy of a defined area. Good for buildings that
have limited access or require employees to have
supervision in specified areas of a building such as SKIFs,
Vaults and parking lots.

Pinnacle Utilities
Event Link – Event link displays cardholder image and event for
any valid or invalid card transaction using predefined filters. See up
to nine pictures per event that can show cardholders, cardholder’s
families, etc. Event link is useful for receptionists, gatekeepers, and
turnstile supervisors.

Door List Control – Allows operators to take actions
on doors without having to launch Pinnacle on the
Desktop. Operators can manage a list of doors for
selected actions such as lock, unlock, or momentary
unlock. Originally built for 911 call center that needs
to have multiple windows open at once. Even when
minimized on toolbar, events will continue to be
displayed.

Event Counter – gives you the ability to count a certain number of events, and take actions on those
events. For example, turn on a “lot full” sign after a certain amount of customers have entered a lot
without leaving.
Ping – Sends messages using Pinnacle messaging system to verify that messaging is working between the
Pinnacle Server and a Pinnacle Client and verifies if messages are being blocked.

About Sielox
Sielox Layered Security Systems provide a smart way to protect people, property and assets with the
highest levels of performance, reliability and cost-efficiency. Since 1979, Sielox has built its expertise
working with integration partners and end-users in all types of facilities. Our “Made in USA” lockdown
solutions include the AnyWare Browser-Based Access Control Solution, CLASS Crisis Lockdown Alert
Status System, 1700 Intelligent Controller and Pinnacle Advanced Access Control Software integrated
with leading manufacturer wireless locks.
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